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3 Reasons Data Pollution is On ...

Data pollution is on the rise, as 
tag management systems gain impor-
tance and technology evolves. Col-
umnist Robert Miller offers remedies 
to ...

Air Pollution Data Sources | Air ...

Air quality data includes the 
amount of pollution and other sub-
stances present in the atmosphere. 
These data are measured by monitors 
throughout the nation.
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3 Reasons Data Pollution is On ...

Data pollution is on the rise, as 
tag management systems gain impor-
tance and technology evolves. Col-
umnist Robert Miller offers remedies 
to help marketers keep data clean.

The digital analytics space is 
evolving rapidly. New tracking and 
targeting functionality is constant-
ly being added to analytics tools. 
The methods by which we track things 
like campaign performance and user 
engagement are frequently changed, 
as well. For most organizations, 
this innovation is hard to keep up 
with.

2. Easy Access to Tagging
Tag management systems are becom-
ing widely adopted and with many of 
the barriers to entry being removed, 
such as cost and ease of use, the 
adoption of this technology is like-
ly to continue. Don’t get me wrong, 
I think this is a great thing; how-
ever, we still need to be cognizant 
of what exactly our organizations 
are doing within these tools. Simi-
lar to the emergence and adoption of 
content management systems, tag man-
agement systems are tools that are 
tremendously valuable, but also need 
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Data - Wikipedia, the free encycl...

DATA is a set of values of quali-
tative or quantitative variables; 
restated, pieces of data are indi-
vidual pieces of information. Data 
is measured, collected and ...

What is Data? Webopedia

Data is distinct information that 
is formatted in a special way. Data 
exists in a variety of forms, like 
text on paper or bytes stored in 
electronic memory.
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The World Wide Web (abbreviated as 
WWW or W3,[1] commonly known as the 
Web) is a system of interlinked hy-
pertext documents that are accessed 
via the Internet. With a web brows-
er, one can view web pages that may 
contain text, images, videos, and 
other multimedia and navigate be-
tween them via hyperlinks.

Berners-Lee and Belgian computer 
scientist Robert Cailliau proposed 
in 1990 to use hypertext “to link 
and access information of various 
kinds as a web of nodes in which the 
user can browse at will”,[6] and 
Berners-Lee finished the first website 
in December of that year.[7]
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3 Reasons Data Pollution is On ...

Data pollution is on the rise, as 
tag management systems gain impor-
tance and technology evolves. Col-
umnist Robert Miller offers remedies 
to ...

Air Pollution Data Sources | Air ...

Air quality data includes the 
amount of pollution and other sub-
stances present in the atmosphere. 
These data are measured by monitors 
throughout the nation.
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“So much of the internet has been 
branded,” says Cohen, “what’s inter-
esting now is what different brands 
end up with as metaphors.”

Take “cyberspace,” the founding spa-
tial metaphor, popularized by Wil-
liam Gibson in 1984’s Neuromancer. 
Going online wasn’t just sitting 
down at your computer and transmit-
ting signals through a network, it 
was jacking into another dimension, 
leaving your physical body behind 
and entering a utopian space of pure 
information, one that was typical-
ly visualized as buildings literally 
constructed from neon data. Cyber-
space became the chosen metaphor of 
the libertarian and countercultural 
strains of the early internet. A ...

William Gibson popularized what be-
came the basic spatial metaphor of 
the internet in his 1984 novel Neu-
romancer. Cyberspace, he wrote, is 
a “consensual hallucination experi-
enced daily by billions of legit-
imate operators... A graphic rep-
resentation of data abstracted from 
the banks of every computer in the 
human system. Unthinkable complex-
ity. Lines of light ranged in the 
nonspace of the mind, clusters and 
constellations of data. Like city 
lights, receding.”
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A web page (or webpage) is a web 
document that is suitable for the 
World Wide Web and the web browser.
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